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INTRODUCTION

A School on the Roof of the World
Shree Chharka-Bhot Basic School (Chharka School) is a community school located in ChharkaBhot, a village at an altitude of 4300 meter in the extremely remote and isolated region of
Dolpo in the western Himalayas of Nepal. It provides access to quality and cost-free education
to the children of Chharka village and nearby communities.
Chharka School was founded in 2003 by International Community Development Foundation
(ICDF) and Leona Masson in collaboration with the Nepalese government. In 2014, to sustain
the school and to expand its facilities, a local NGO called Dolpo Tomorrow was formed by a
group of youths from Chharka. Currently, Dolpo Tomorrow and ICDF are running the school in
collaboration with the local government: Chharka-Tangshong Rural Municipality, and as well
as with assistance of Chay Ya, Himalaya Currents Inc., and Snow Yak Foundation.
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SCHOOL SESSION 2019
2019 in Brief
The academic year 2019 was a prosperous and
fruitful year for Chharka-Bhot Basic School. 65
students, ranging in grade level from ECD to
grade 5 attended the school on regular basis.
The

school

session

was

prolonged

by

conducting two months of winter classes. 6
school

staff,

including

5

teachers,

a

headmaster, a coordinator and a cook, worked
relentlessly throughout the whole session with
a commitment to contribute their best to the
school’s ultimate goal of helping the students
to grow, learn, act and realize their true
potential.
Since the school remain closed during the
winter due to extreme weather condition of
Dolpo, the yearly school time period limits to
around 6 to 7 months. To make the available
time period as productive and progressive as
possible, the daily teaching was maintained
persistently and efficiently. Except a day of
weekend,

no

holidays

were

celebrated

throughout the whole session.

2 new classroom blocks consisting 5 rooms
were added, an adequate solar-wind hybrid
power system was installed, and more other

To improve the quality of education and to

significant improvements were made in the

develop the school life into a playful journey,

part of infrastructure facility of the school.

wide

variety

of

extracurricular

activities

including sports and other physical activities
were conducted on regular basis.

In brief, we were able to boost the school
significantly in advancing toward its goal to
becoming an adequate and a sustainable

An Eco Club was formed among the students

school for the children of remote Chharka

and various educational, environmental and

village and nearby communities.

other activities were taken up on monthly basis
throughout the whole session.
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Expansion of School Session by
Conducting Winter Classes
The temperature in Dolpo drops down below -17°C during winter. Due to this extreme weather
condition and lack of heating facility, Chharka School was run only for six months in the
summer and kept closed during the winter months until 2019. This limited time period has been
a great difficulty for the students above grade 3 as they cannot complete their yearly academic
course within the available limited time period. Additionally, during the six months in winter when
the school is closed, the children forgot what they have learned, and significant time was needed
at the beginning of the new school year to repeat certain subjects. On top of that, our first batch
students completed grade 5th at the end of school session 2019 and a maximum time period was
essential to be provided to them to complete their yearly courses.
Hence, to resolve this issue, even though the existing school’s facility does not support us to teach
throughout the winter, we attempted to prolong the school session by two months of winter
school. The session was started from 1st October and expected to go until 30th December. But
somehow due to unexpected frequent snow fall happened in December, the students and
teachers had to stop the school on 20th December.
Nevertheless, the expansion of the school session helped the students a lot as they got maximum
possible time to cover their yearly course thoroughly. This was possible only because of the
dedications and hard work of our local teachers and the significant donations from Ebner family,
Aldein Italy, which was used in paying additional salaries for the teachers for the two months of
winter school.
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Students’
Participation in
Dolpo Festival and
Silver Jubilee
Celebration of
Cristal Mountain
School, Dho-Tarap

In September 2019, Cristal Mountain School and Dolpo
Buddha Municipality organized a grand Dolpo Festival
combined with Silver Jubilee Celebration of Cristal
Mountain School where 12 senior students lead by two
local teachers from Chharka School participated. The
students took part in cultural dance performance and
other activities like sports completions. The cultural
dance performed by our students was praised by
everyone. It was a pride for Chharka School and villagers
of Chharka were also very happy to see their children
taking part in this grand festival.

Dzilnon Dorjee (grade 4 student) on the
stage to perform cultural dance

Being a part of a well-organized program, hearing
speeches from different educated individuals and
seeing

various

cultural,

educational,

and

environmental activities, the participation to this
grand festival was a lifetime opportunity for our
students and teachers. And most inspiring part was
meeting Ama Merry, a French woman known as
“mother of Dolpo children” who has dedicated her
Choesang, Tibetan and music teacher, playing
local guitar at Dolpo Festival

entire life to providing education to the children of
Dolpo region, in person and hearing to her story.
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Formation of Eco Club
And Community Cleanup Program
Environmental education helps the students understand how their
decisions and actions affect the environment and builds knowledge
and skills to face environmental issues and take actions to improve and sustain it. Moreover,
Dolpo, being a Himalayan region, lies geographically in a critical location where the impacts of
climate changes affect the most. Hence raising environmental awareness and knowledge among
the students has always been a part of the education that we provide at Chharka School.
To

combine

the

environmental

education with practical actions by
taking

up regular environmental

activities and projects, on September
22, Chharka School formed an Eco
Club. On the very inauguration day of
the

club,

it

launched

its

first

environmental activity, a sanitation
project to clean up the school’s
surrounding

and

the

streets

of

Chharka village. Each of the students
were provided with face masks and
sanitation gloves and demonstrated a community cleanup rally throughout the streets of Chharka
village reciting aloud Save Environment Slogans and cleaning up every corner of the streets. The
villagers were witnessing something like this for the first time and soon many of them, especially
the youths, joined the street cleaning rally.
At the end of the community cleanup program, we distributed sets of personal hygienic items
among the students which were sponsored by Beth Brewster and taught the students how to
wash their hand and brush their teeth daily.
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School Uniform
The

school

dresses

sponsored

by

Michelle Bostick has given a new color to
Chharka School. Wearing the same color
uniforms gives a sense of unity, equality
and harmony among the students. And
most importantly, in a backwarded
community like Chharka where parents
are not aware about the importance of
the education, the same color uniform of
the students somehow sensitizes the
other parents to send their children to
school as well.

Distribution of Gifts
The various gifts of winter clothes,
shoes, caps and glasses for the
students brought to us by our sponsor
Karin Gasser, Veronika Klotz and
Doreen Kindermann were distributed
among

the

inauguration

children
day

and

on

the

sanitation

program of Chharka School Eco Club.
To avoid sense of discrimination
among the students while receiving
the gifts, we use a lucky draw method
to distribute the gifts which in itself
was a fun and cheerful moment for the
students.
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Temporary Hostel
In 2019 too, we were not able to manage a proper hostel
facility. We only provided a temporary accommodation
facility to the children. The children were given a room for
their bedding and the meals were cooked together in the
staff kitchen by the school cook. As usual, the temporary
hostel facility accommodated around 17 students during
summer pasture migration time when the parents were
away in the nomadic areas with their livestock.
For the hostel facility and for the winter school, 2 blocks of
passive solar houses, 1 with 3 rooms from Chay Ya and 1
with 4 rooms from Nepalhilfe are on the process to be
constructed throughout the summer of 2020. And Michelle
Bostick is raising funds for bunk beds for the hostel. Once
these facilities are realized, then the school will be fully
capable to manage a proper hostel facility in summer and
throughout the winter accommodating children from
Chharka and distant communities. This will hopefully come
to reality by the autumn of 2020.
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RECURRING DONORS and their Continuous Supports
Recurring Donors
Due to scarcity of government funds and lack of ability of the villagers to finance the school’s
operation, Chharka School mainly depends on donations to cover the yearly running cost.
Hence, despite the fund for the improvement of infrastructure facilities, a certain amount of
recurring funds is needed on a yearly basis to cover the school’s running cost. It is only with
the support of the sponsors, mentioned in this section and mentioned in the financial report,
that Chharka School was able to function efficiently for the year 2019 too.

ICDF and Stephenson
Pope Babcock
Foundation’s Persistent
Support with School Staff’s
Salaries
As is commonly known, teaching staff are one of
the most indispensable parts of a school. The
school’s founder and primary sponsor ICDF
(International

Community

Development

Foundation) with assistance of Stephenson Pope
Babcock Foundation is committed to support the
school in this part. ICDF has been funding Chharka
School for the staff’s salaries since the beginning.
Without their persistent support in this part of the
school’s recurring expenses, it would not have
been possible for us to preserve and develop the
school to its current standard. For the year 2019

Barbara Euser, founder of ICDF, on her way to
Chharka in 2015

too, salaries of 3 teaching staff including a
coordinator, and cook were funded by ICDF.
Beside the regular funding for Chharka School,
ICDF is also supporting Tenzin Norbu, one of the
earliest batch students of Chharka school who is
currently reading in grade 11, for his further
education in Kathmandu.

www.icdfdn.org
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Volunteer Teacher from
Snow Yak Foundation
2nd year in a row, Snow Yak Foundation
supported us with a volunteer teacher.
Susanth Rokaya, the volunteer from Snow
Yak Foundation, young and dedicated, came
to Chharka with full of enthusiasm and
commitment to experience and witness a
different world and a different lifestyle which
was completely unknown to him and to work
and share knowledge he acquired from a
modern civilization with the children of this
remote and secluded community. Sticking to
his commitment, he worked relentlessly as
the other paid teachers with an excellent job
performance and enjoyed his entire stay and
work of six months at Chharka school.
Susanth Rokaya
with nursery
students at
Chharka School
2019
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been supporting us in this part for the past
few years. In 2019 the funds she collected on
a charity event at Transa Europaallee Zurich,
Switzerland in January 2019 and the funds
she collected from some of her friends and
herself which she brought to us in March
2019, were used in covering a teacher’s
salary. The additional funds she collected
throughout the summer of 2019 from her
fundraising cakes were used in covering
other running cost of the school’s operation.
Doreen is also sponsoring 3 small girls of a
single women family in Charka since 2019. A
young lady, called Jinpa, became a single
parent of 3 small girls after her husband
passed away in 2018. Doreen supports Jinpa
with the subsistence of her family and Jimpa
sends all her three girls to Chharka school.

www.snowyak.
org

Doreen Kindermann’s
Support for a Teacher’s
Salary and Other
Recurring Expenses
Despite the fund for the development of
infrastructure facilities, a certain amount of
recurring funds is needed on yearly basis to
cover the school’s running cost. Doreen
Kindermann is one of the sponsors who has

Jinpa and her three daughters
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Michelle Bostick and Beth
Brewster’s Sponsorship of
Educational Materials and
Hygienic Items
Educational materials like school course books and
stationery items are one of the basic regular
requisites of a school. And to make the school life a
joyful

experience,

sport

items

are

equally

important. To improve the hygienic practices and

Michelle and Beth at a stationery shop buying
education materials for Chharka School, KTM
2019

sanitation behaviors of the students, basic hygienic
items like toothbrushes, toothpastes and soaps are
also essential. Families in Chharka village are not
able to afford these basic requisites for their
children. Neither there are any stationery shops
available in the village. Every year we purchase all
these materials in Kathmandu, bring them to
Chharka and distribute among the children

Educational materials and other goods for
school packed for transportation, KTM 2019

completely free of cost. For the school year 2019, Michelle Bostick and Beth Brewster sponsored
the educational materials, sport items and hygienic items for Chharka-Bhot Basic School
sufficiently covering 60 students for the whole school session. Additionally, Michelle Bostick
sponsored 60 pieces of school uniforms and 40 pieces of bed sheets for hostel students as well.

Johanna’s support & Yak+Yeti Event
In November 2019, during my second trip to Vienna, Johanna Mayer
Dipauli with assistance of her sister Veronika Mayer Dipauli,
Veronika’s husband Francis Shea and Kancha (owner of Yak+Yeti
Restaurant) organized a fundraising event at Yak
+ Yeti Restaurant, Vienna to raise funds for
Chharka School. A charity bazar with various
small

Asian

typical

items

was

presented

alongside the event and a photo presentation on
Dolpo and Chharka School was given. The two
hours’ evening event was attended by more than
70 people making the event a happy successful
gathering. The proceed from the event was used
in covering running costs of Chharka School.
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Save Tibet’s Sponsorship of a Teacher’s Salary
Save Tibet Vienna, Austria (www.tibet.at) has
granted us a significant funds for a teacher’s
salary for Chharka School covering two years.
On my first trip to Europe in early of 2019,
through the coordination of Johanna Mayor
Dipauli, I got an opportunity to approach Save
Tibet and meet the director Mrs. Kathrin Müllner
with a proposal to seeking support for a teacher’s
salary for Chharka school. Throughout the year,
Save Tibet has raised EUR 5000 and handed over
to me on my second trip to Austria in November
2019. The basic idea of this support was to hire a
highly qualified teacher to be the academic

A Safe Tibet, Vienna Austria, 2019

supervisor of the school and specific teacher for the higher-grade students. Sticking to the aim,
we finally got a suitable teacher for the job, a young guy called Susen Kayastha who is holding
bachelor’s degree and as well as having experience of working at Chharka School in the past.
Susen has worked at Chharka School for six months as a volunteer teacher in 2018.

Bamboo School’s Commitment
and Support for Chharka village
and School
Bamboo School e.V. (www.die-bambusschule.de) is a Germany based NGO and is one of the
donors of the ongoing new classroom building project of Chharka School (5 rooms were already
built in 2019 and 3 room will be built in 2020)
funded by Chay Ya. In late September 2019,
Bodo Peters, the founder of Bamboo School,
with Christoph Gsteu from Chay Ya Austira
and few other friends, made a trip to Dolpo
to visit Chharka Bhot and to see the progress
of the school building project. Bodo and the
team spent few days in Chharka and
returned with full of enthusiasm and
willpower to support the school and the
village for further improvements.

Bodo Peters, on his way from Chharka to Mustang
during his visit to Chharka School in 2019
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Throughout the following winter, Bamboo School, in coordination with Chay Ya Nepal and Dolpo
Tomorrow, planned the following projects for Chharka village and Chharka School for the year
2020.
Bamboo School’s Planned Projects for Chharka School:
1.

School Compound Wall

2.

Drainage of School Ground Lagoon

3.

Drainage for the Entire School Building Roofs

4.

Computers for School Library

5.

Construction of Wash House and Hand Washing Station

6.

School Furniture for all the Classrooms, Teacher Rooms, Library, Office and Kitchen

7.

Providing Nursing Training to a young woman from Chharka to become a future nurse

8.

Hiring a Nurse for the Interim Period

Tenzin Norbu’s Contribution to his Village School
Tenzin Norbu, one of the earliest batch
students of Chharka School who is studying in
Kathmandu under sponsorship of ICDF, came
to Chharka and taught at the school voluntarily
for two months, from May to June 2019, during
his

vacation

after

SLC

(School

Leaving

Certificate) examination.
In 2014 after completing his elementary
education in Chharka School Tenzin Norbu
joined Cristal Mountain School (CMS) in Dho
Tarap for further study.

Thanks to the

Tenzin Norbu at Chharka School, May 2019

sponsorship of ICDF, in 2016, after completing
his basic school in CMS, he was able join Snow
Leopard Hostel of CMS in Kathmandu for his
secondary education. Tenzin Norbu, currently
studying in grade 11 in Kathmandu, is a good
example for the students of Chharka School
and also a future teacher as he is committed to
work at Chharka School after completion of his
education. We await and look forward to this
young guy becoming a qualified and dedicated
teacher for Chharka School one day.

Tenzin Norbu at Snow Leopard Lode (Hostel) in
Kathmandu
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INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT

5 new classrooms funded by Chay Ya, Bamboo
School e.V. and Chharka-Tangshong Rural
Municipality

Completion of the 5 Rooms School Building Construction
Project Funded by Chay Ya, Bamboo School e.V. and
Local Government
Construction project of 5 new classrooms funded by Chay Ya, Bamboo School e.V. and local
government has come to a full completion by the end of September 2019. Chharka School has
now realized a new, strong, bright and
child friendly school building consisting
five rooms which were constructed in
earthquake resistant design with cement
concrete and wooden reinforcements. And
in fact, it was the first building of its kind in
Dolpo.
In addition to these five new classrooms, in
the coming summer, Chay Ya and Bamboo
School e.V are adding 3 more rooms with
passive solar house design to support the
winter school and hostel facility.

Villagers’ self-help, clearing construction site and
demolishing old building, 2018
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Nepalhilfe Beilngries’s Support of a Passive Solar
House Building for Chharka School
Nepalhilfe Beilngries e.V. (www.nepalhilfe-beilngries.de) has approved our
proposal to build a passive solar house for Chharka School for the hostel
and winter school.
As shown below, the analysis of rooms and their
allocation based on the school’s expansion up to
grade 6, the rooms we have built so far are not fully
sufficient even if we allocate the rooms scarcely and
very carefully. Thus, to enhance the school’s building
to make it fully adequate, in addition to the rooms
Chay Ya and Bamboo School e.V. are building, we
approached Nepalhilfe with a proposal to support
us with a solar house building for the hostel and
winter school. Approving our request, Nepalhilfe is
financing the project and the construction work will
be carried out in the summer of 2020.

Signing MoU concerning the school building
project by Dolpo Tomorrow and Nepalhilfe
Country Representative Office, Nepalhilfe,
Kathmandu 2020

So, by the end of 2020, with the new buildings being built by Chay Ya, Bamboo School e.V. and
Nepalhilfe, Chharka School will finally realize a fully adequate infrastructure and will be able to
enhance its capacity to provide sufficient classrooms and a proper hostel facility for the children
of nomad families and from distance communities.
Moreover, as the Rural Municipality is trying to reduce the number of schools in the region, as
many village schools are too small and inefficient to maintain, with this enhanced school
infrastructure, Chharka Bhot School will hopefully develop into one of the main schools in the
region, providing quality education for the children of several villages.

Basic design idea of the
passive solar house
proposed to Chay Ya and
as well to Nepalhilfe
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Analysis of School Rooms and their Allocation
Chharka School totally has 13 rooms so far among which 4 rooms were built by the government,
4 by Dolpo Tomorrow and 5 by Chay Ya and Bamboo School e.V. And another 3 rooms will be
built by Chay Ya and Bamboo School e.V. and 4 rooms by Nepalilfe in 2020. So, by the end of
2020, Chharka School will have 20 rooms in total.
Analysis of rooms and their allocation:
Number of Number of Number of
Sections of school for the rooms to be allocated
rooms
rooms
rooms to
available
required
be built
Kitchen+dinning for teachers and hostel students
1
1
Office
1
1
Library
1
1
Storage room for food supplies and other goods
1
1
Teachers’ bedrooms (male and female)
2
2
Hostel rooms (boys and girls)
2
4
Classrooms (from pre-school to grade 6)
8
9
Total
16
19
4

Students of Chharka School performing cultural dance at Dolpo Festival 2019, CMS Tarap
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Himalaya Currents Inc.’s Support of Solar-Wind Hybrid
Power Systems and Recurring Funding for Chharka School
Wind turbine and solar panels on the roof
Chharka School 2019

Peter

Werth

organization
Inc.

through

Himalaya

his

Currents

(www.himalayacurrents.org)

has strengthened the capacity of
the power system of Chharka
School, which he has installed in
2018, by adding 6 additional
batteries, 12 solar panels and a
high-quality power controller in
2019. Chharka School now has a
fully adequate power system with
14 solar panels, 8 solar batteries and a 48-watt wind turbine providing lights to the entire school
compound and powering regular uses of electronic devices like computers and printers. Peter has
as well granted a similar set of power system with 8 solar panels and 4 batteries for Chharka Bon
Community Monastery and a set with 4 solar panels, 2 batteries and a wind turbine for Chharka
health post in 2019. The power systems were installed at respective locations by Vishnu, a teacher
from Tinje School especially trained for this purpose by Himalaya Currents, in September 2019.
Furthermore,

Peter

supports

Chharka School with the yearly
recurring costs. In September
2019, on his way to Dho-Tarap
to attend Dolpo Festival Peter
with his friend Dhan Rai visited
Chharka School to see the
school’s

condition

and

to

Vishnu installing batteries
at Chharka School

allocate the power system he has
granted for Chhsarka School, Chharka
Community Monastery and health post.
During his stay of 1 day in Chharka, we
enquired with him, if Himalaya Currents
Inc. would be able to support Chharka
School with the yearly running cost.
Peter accepted our request and on
March 14, 2020, he has granted us a

Wind turbine at Chharka health post and solar panels on
the roof of Chharka Bon Community Monastery

significant amount of contribution for Chharka School which we will use to cover the school’s
running costs for the year 2020.
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Chay Ya is Sponsoring a Water Supply Project for
Chharka Village
Chay Ya is sponsoring a water
supply project for Chharka village
with partial funding from local
government Chharka-Tangshong
Rural Municipality in 2020.
The community of Chharka village
including the school, use water
from the river. In summer the river
gets completely muddy and in
winter it goes under thick layer of
ice. The village lies on a perch of
the riverbank and fetching water

Karin Gasser (President of Chay Ya Switzerland) at Chhaka School in 2018

consumes around half an hour for most of the families. For the school, the distance to the river is
even further and fetching a gallon of water takes around an hour. This task being done repeatedly
and on a daily basis by the school cook consumes lots of unnecessary efforts and time. Moreover,
due to the poor public sanitation practices, the river is getting more and more polluted these
days.
To provide access to clean water supply, Chay Ya Switzerland and Chay Ya Nepal with partial
funding of Chharka-Tangshong RM are financing a water supply project for Chharka Village. As
the main sponsor of the water project, Karin Gasser (founder of Chay Ya Switzerland) with support
of Dany Gerhig, has been and is raising funds for the water project, and the project will be
implemented throughout the summer of 2020.

www.chay-ya.com

TRANSPARENCY
Engineers from Chay Ya, Surendra and Kalvin, on their way
to Chharka for the assessment of water project
Top of Jarko-la Pass (5500 m.), Chharka, May 2019

Chharka Village
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TRANSPARENCY
Summary of Financial Report 2019
Particulars
Income
Opening balance (Remaining funds of 2018)
Reserved fund (funds reserved from 2018 for school building project and kitchen furniture)
Charity Lottery
Lim Siong Choo and Lim Gim Choo
Himalaya Currents Inc./ Perter Werth
Transa (charity)Event organized by Doreen Kindermann
Abner family, Aldein, Italy
Donation received at Welt-Café Vienna
Doreen Kindermann (Funds collected by Doreen Kindermann)
Chay Ya Nepal (from 2018 to March 1, 2020)
International Community Development Foundation (ICDF)
Chharka-Tangshong Rural Municipality, Dolpa
Donation from a foreign tourist
Donation from a Korean tourist
Villagers Contribution
Miscellaneous Income (Photo copy/ Penalty Notice/sales of metal sheet)
Charity event at Yak + Yeti, Vienna organized by Johanna Mayer Dipauli
Ngawang Tenzin Yishe’s contribution (vice chairman, Dolpo Tomorrow)
Total Income
Expenditure
1. Teachers’ salary for Chharka School
2. Teachers’ allowance for Chharka School
3. Educational and other equipment of Chharka School including transportation cost
4. Solar-wind hybrid power systems (installation and transportation cost)
5. Finishing Work of 4 room School Building Project of Chharka School
6. School Building Construction Project of Chharka School funded by Chay Ya Nepal
7. Additional expenses related to the school building project funded by Chay Ya
8. Chharka School Annual Picnic 2018 and 2019
9. Support cost/Fundraising Expenses
10. Administrative Cost
Total Expenditure
Surplus/(Deficit)
Funds reserved for 2020
Save Tibet, Austria
Himalayan Currents Inc.
Total funds reserved

Amount NPR
110,123.42
200,000
147,740
166,000
113,100
188,100
187,500
35,280
304,197.16
3,259,020
924,198.79
300,000
25,000
11,200
44,675
21,380
179,490.21
10,000
6,227,004.58
1,026,000
290,500
341,535
103,300
81,190
4,060,260.28
416,351
19,129
56,300
181,003
6,575,568.28
(348,563.7)
625,950
284,175
910,125

Analysis of Overhead Cost-2019
Total Expenditure

Expenses of services and projects

Overhead /Administrative Cost

6,575,568.28

6,394,565.28

181,003

97.3%

2.7%

Detail financial report is published separately online on our homepage. Interested can access to the link below:
https://www.dolpotomorrow.org/reports/ For queries, please contact us at info@dolpotomorrow.org
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UPCOMING PROJECTS
Planned Projects for 2020
Projects:
Passive Solar Houses for Hostel and Winter School:
1 Construction of a 3 Rooms Passive Solar House
2 Construction of a 4 Rooms Passive Solar House
School Improvement Projects:
3 School Compound Wall
4 Drainage of School Ground Lagoon
5 Drainage for the Entire School Building Roofs
6 Computers for School Library
7 Construction of Wash House and Hand Washing
Station
8 School Furniture for all the Classrooms, Teacher
Rooms, Library, Office and Kitchen
9 Bunk Beds for Hostel Students
Other Projects:
1. Chharka Bhot Water Supply Project
2. Providing Nursing Training to a young woman
from Chharka to become a future nurse
3. Hiring a Nurse for the Interim Period

Sponsors:

Chay Ya, Bamboo School e.V. and
Chhaarka-Tangshong RM
Nepalhilfe Beilgriese ev.
Bamboo Schule and Chay Ya
Bamboo Schule and Chay Ya
Bamboo Schule and Chay Ya
Bamboo Schule and Chay Ya
Bamboo Schule and Chay Ya
Bamboo Schule and Chay Ya
Michelle Bostick
Chay Ya and Chharka-Tangshong RM
Bamboo Schule and Chay Ya
Bamboo Schule and Chay Ya

Other Envisioned Projects
❖ Bringing the students to Kathmandu for further education after completing grade 6 in the
village School
❖ Setting up a proper hostel facility using rooms from the new school buildings
❖ Start enrolling children from nearby communities
❖ Starting Up a Charity Teahouse and Souvenir Shop at Chharka School for fundraising
❖ Restarting the Adult Education program alongside the school
❖ Sustainable waste management project with support of School Eco-Club
❖ Yearly Community Cleanup Campaign with support of School Eco-Club
❖ Planting willow trees around the school’s surrounding with support of Eco-Club
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THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR BEING A PART OF THIS
LIFE CHANGING PROJECT!
The academic year 2019 was a prosperous and fruitful year for Chharka-Bhot Basic School. We
were able to boost the school significantly in advancing toward its goal to becoming an adequate
and a sustainable school for the children of remote Chharka village and nearby communities. This
would have not been possible without the supports of all our individual donors and NGO
sponsors. On behalf of Chharka community and Chharka school, we would like to express heartfelt
thanks to our primary sponsor the International Community Development Foundation (ICDF), and
similarly Chay Ya Nepal, Chay Ya Austria, Chay Ya Switzerland, Himalaya Currents, Bamboo School
e.V., Save Tibet, Nepalhilfe Beilgries, Snow Yak Foundation (SYF), Doreen Kindermann, Michelle
Bostick, Johanna Mayer Dipauli and her family, and all the other donors, well-wishers and friends
of Chharka Bhot Basic School! We look forward to your continued support and partnership in the
years to come! Thank you very much and wish you all a warm TASHI DELEK!
Our special thanks to Chharka-Tangshong Rural Municipality,
Ward Office of Chharka and the Management Committee of
Chharka School for your supports, guidance and approval to
our works and services!
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Educating children can change their lives, in turn
changing families, societies, and countries
Help us to educate the children of Chharka!
•

Only $ 225 per year cover a child’s education in Chharka School

•

Only $ 1,000 per year ensure a child’s further education in Kathmandu in a well-equipped
accommodation facility

•

Only $2,500 per year cover a teacher’s salary and helps keeping the school running

Chharka School depends on donations to cover the yearly costs. Sponsoring an individual child is
a way to financially help the school to keep it up and running. The students who finish their basic
education in the village school will continue their further education in Kathmandu. To ensure this
further opportunity for the students we seek individual sponsors to support their school fees and
accommodation in Kathmandu.
You can support us in many ways: make a donation, assume a sponsorship or volunteer teaching
at Chharka School.

No matter how small, your contribution makes a big
difference in someone’s life
To set your initiative in motion contact us at
info@dolpotomorrow.org
For more information visit us on
www.dolpotomorrow.org
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Dolpo Tomorrow
Chharka Tangshong Rural Municipality-1,
Chharka, Dolpo
Ph. No. +977 9843390217
E-mail: info@dolpotomorrow.org/samdup.dolpo@yahoo.com
Website: www.dolpotomorrow.org
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/dolpotomorrow/

ICDF (International Community Development Foundation)
www.icdfdn.org
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